Song Order:
1 - Snow Biz (Featured: All)
2 - Here Comes the Snow (Featured: Professor & students)
3 - Snow Angel (Featured: Snow Angels)
4 - Catch My Drift (Featured: skiers and snowboarders)
5 - What Are We Doin’ Here? (Featured: fishermen)
6 - Postal Worker March (Featured: Postal Workers)
7 - Don’t Let the Snow Stop (Featured: hockey dancers, toboggan tango-ers)
8 - Curtain Call: Snow Biz (Featured: All)
#1 Snow Biz

Wintertime is here, the ground is covered in snow; 
Every evergreen is covered in white. 
Oh, we can’t get enough of that flaky frozen stuff, 
So we hope we’ll have a storm tonight! 
Anything can happen when the winter winds blow; 
It’s magic when the snow begins to fall. 
We like it when there’s sun, but for whacky winter fun, 
We love a blizzard most of all!

CHORUS
Oh we love Snow Biz! That wicky wacky winter Snow Biz! 
Oh, everyday we hope and pray for more. 
We love the season, and winter is the snowy reason. 
So come and see our dog and pony snow. 
Each song is as pure and driven and snow. 
(I’m just a girl who loves the snow!) 
Let’s go on with the snow!

Announcer, Zamboni Brothers 1, 2, 3, 4

It gets a little crazy when the snow starts to fall; 
Everything is really whippin’ in the breeze. 
Everybody better hurry; I feel a flakey flurry 
And don’t forget the antifreeze. 
We’ll ride on a toboggan or a big snowmobile. 
We gotta get some snow tonight. 
We’ll have a lot of fun, even though our noses run. (sniff) 
Let’s have a snowball fight!

CHORUS + Add Part 2
Oh we love Snow Biz! That wicky wacky winter Snow Biz! 
Oh, everyday we hope and pray for more. 
We love the season, and winter is the snowy reason. 
It’s time to get on up and start the snow. 
(Students) Snow is everything you make it. 
(Slice it, freeze it, dice it, flake it. 
Mix it up and let her blow. 
All: Here comes the snow. 
(Students)
NOW WE’RE MAKIN’ SNOW, OH! NOW WE’RE MAKIN’ SNOW! 
NOW WE’RE MAKIN’ SNOW, OH! NOW WE’RE MAKIN’ SNOW! 
NOW WE’RE MAKIN’ SNOW, HERE COMES THE SNOW! 
(Students) Here comes the snow! 
NOW WE’re MAKIN’ SNOW! YEAH!

#2 Here Comes the Snow

SNOW (SNOW) SLEET (SLEET) SLUSH (SLUSH) HAIL (HAIL)
3x: SNOW SLEET SLUSH HAIL
You take a little H-2-O, make the temperature real low,
A little bit of dust is a snowflake must.
From the cloud it comes out snow. All: NO! P: YO! All: Snow?
From the cloud it comes out snow.
2x: SNOW SLEET SLUSH HAIL
Now just let me be precise; that cloud is chockfull of ice. 
If they decide, they must collide 
From the cloud, they’ll come out snow. YO! 
From the cloud it comes out snow.

CHORUS
Hi-dee-ho! Everybody is makin’ snow, 
We’re swinging to and fro, 
Down from our ice caps from our frozen toes. 
Oh, now we now, how to make a snowflake grow. 
Everybody look out below, here comes the snow!

(Students) Snow is everything you make it. 
(Part 2) Slice it, freeze it, dice it, flake it. 
(Students) Mix it up and let her blow. 
All: Here comes the snow. 
(Students)
NOW WE’RE MAKIN’ SNOW, OH! NOW WE’RE MAKIN’ SNOW! 
NOW WE’RE MAKIN’ SNOW, OH! NOW WE’RE MAKIN’ SNOW! 
NOW WE’RE MAKIN’ SNOW, HERE COMES THE SNOW! 
(Students) Here comes the snow! 
NOW WE’re MAKIN’ SNOW! YEAH!

(SNOW SLEET SLUSH HAIL! 
CHORUS
Hi-dee-ho! Everybody is makin’ snow, 
We’re swinging to and fro, 
Down from our ice caps from our frozen toes. 
Oh, now we now, how to make a snowflake grow. 
Everybody look out below, here comes the snow! 
Here comes the snow!

(Students) Here comes the snow! NOW WE’RE MAKIN’ SNOW! YEAH!
(Students) Here comes the snow! NOW WE’re MAKIN’ SNOW! YEAH!

SNOW BIZ!
#3 Snow Angel

Snow Angel 1:
I was walking in the lawn one morning is just past dawn;
My perfect angel making angels on the ground. (on the ground)
Soon everything went wrong went a snowplow came along.
Now my wonderful snow angel can't be found.

Snow Angel 2:
I can't believe it's gone!
(All) Bm bm bm bm__ bm bm bm__ bm bm bm__ bm bm bm____ bm bm bm .
(Snow Angels) Doo wop, doo wop, doo wop, wah.

CHORUS
SA3: My snow angel, so what's a girl to do?  (All) Oh, what's she to do?
SA3: My snow angel, I miss you through and through.
SA3: Oh ho, my little angel pup,  (All) Oh, wah,
SA3: My little frosted buttercup;  (All) wah,
SA4: In spring I'll gladly dig you up.  (All) wah,
SA4: Snow angel, snow angel,  (All) Snow angel, whoa whoa whoa wop
SA4: You know that I love you.  (All) I love you, doo wop, doo wop, Oh, I love you. doo wop.
SA5: He's buried in a drift.  (All) Ah, shoo bee doo wop, shoo bee doo wop doo wop.
SA5: There ought to be a law;
(All) Here's covered with three feet of snow; I wonder if he'll thaw!
SA6: Oh, snow angel, how was I to know, that day that it began to snow, and I came out to walk outside my hovel, that is was Even-Parking day, and as the snow plow drove away, all I could do was go and get a shovel?
SA7: Oh angel, promise to be good. I'd find you soon, if but I could. I never dreamed that you would leave me now.
SA8: It never once occurred to me, I'd lose you oh, so suddenly! Whoever thought that you would be buried by a plow?
SA5: Snow angel, how was I to know  (All) Oh, ramalama ding dong ramalama ding dong doo wop.
SA5: I'd lose you in the snow,  (All) Ah, shoo bee doo wop, shoo bee doo wop doo wop.
SA5: Oh, you're my everything.
ALL: I guess we'll let you thaw out, and we'll find you in the spring. (SA: the spring!)
(All) Oh, bm bm bm bm.

SA2: Oh, we were such a lovely pair, but when I left you lying there,
Your arms were flailing in the air.
SA: Snow angel, snow angel,  (All) Snow angel, whoa whoa whoa wop
SA: You know that I love you.  (All) I love you, doo wop, doo wop, Oh, I love you. doo wop.
SA: Oh, I love you___ you.  (All) Oh, I , my snow angel.

#4 Catch My Drift

Come on every shredder, pound some pow today. We build a slick kicker in the back country all the way.
We'll slay the trail before you bail. We'll gap the pike whatever you like.
So get your plank and catch a drift today.

CHORUS
We're snowboardin', we're havin' some fun. Snowboardin' in the snow and sun.
Snowboardin' everything is goin' my way, ay, ay.
Snowboardin', we're feelin' tight. Snowboardin' everything's all right.
Cuttin' the pow pow on a big bad bluebird day. GO!  GO!
We'll scope the landing before we gap the bank.
With dust on the crust that phat nine should be schwank.
The boys will steeze; the girls will stomp,
Bomb through the trees and let 'er romp.
Everybody's sketchin', are you catchin' my drift today?
CHORUS (Snowboarders: Do ya catch my drift?) YEAH!

CHORUS
Yeah!
#5 What Are We Doin’ Here?

FISHERMEN:
Sniff!  Brrr!  Ah Ah Ah-Choo!
Sniff!  Brrr!  Ah Ah Ah-Choo!

I was born in a shanty, just sittin’ on the ice.
Starin’ at a fishin’ hole, they call this paradise?
My feet are nearly frozen, my toes can’t feel a thing.
And all that I can ask myself is just one thing...

CHORUS
What are we doin’ here, (What are we doin’ here)
On this frozen lake
What are we doin’ here, (What are we doin’ here)
This is a big mistake. I ask you just in case
You can’t see my frozen face.
What are we doin’ here?
Well, I thought I’d catch a muskie or a bass, but now I
know,
All I ever caught was frostbite on my toe.
I thought I’d catch a whopper; this is really gettin’ old.
After jiggling in my shanty, all I caught was a cold.

CHORUS
Somebody save me. I only have one wish.
Somebody help me; I just want one stinkin’ fish.
I’m here to tell ya, somebody wave a wand.
I gotta, I wanna, I need-
- I have to get off this pond!

(Part 1) Please tell me...

CHORUS
I freeze, I sneeze, I shake from my head to my knees.
I ask you pretty please,
What are we doin’ here, (What are we doin’ here)
What are we doin’ here, (What are we doin’ here)
What are we doin’ here.
Sniff!  Brrr!
Fishermen: Ah Ah Ah Ah......
All: Ah-Choo!

#6 The Postal Worker March

Start out with some thermal underwear,
Wool stockings, and make it several pair.
We’ve got to get it right, keep it warm and water tight,
To keep out the bitter winter air.

Before you can head out on the town,
Pull on a parka stuffed with down,
A beanie for your head, made with scratchy woolen thread,
A fuzzy muffler wrapped around and round.

REFRAIN:
Then we’ll march on delivering the mail.
Yes, we’ll march on and never ever fail.
We cannot let you down; we are ready to go,
Marching always marching, though the winter wind may blow!
Yes we’ll march on delivering the mail.
Marching on over hill and snowy trail.
You really ought to know that I am a postal pro.
We march through the rain and sleet and snow!
Black rubber boots to warm your toes. (warm your toes!)
Now put a cozy on around your nose. (what a nose!)
The wind won’t cause you harm.
(LPW: Hey, I can’t move my arms!)
You can’t have too many winter clothes.
Don’t forget your turtle neck. (what a neck!)
Another hat upon your upper deck (that’s your head!) We know we look obese, so would you with this much fleece!
But onward we must go!

HPW: Sound off! PWs: Sound off!
HPW: One, two! PWs: One, two!
HPW: One, two, three, four! PWs: Five, six, seven, eight!
Through rain or sleet or dark of night we’re goin’ left.
LPW: I’m listening right!
Through the freezing winter fog, help me out, tie up your dog!
Give it a stamp. Give it a tag and stick it in my mailbag!

REFRAIN
Yes we’ll march on delivering the mail. The mail!
#7 Don't Let the Snow Stop

A: Don’t let the snow stop, put away the sun.
Don’t let the snow stop. The joy has just begun.
Everything will be all right when everything is covered in white.
Don’t let the snow stop, ’cause we’re havin’ fun!
We’ll meet our friends on top of the hill.
Downhill skiing, oh what a thrill!
Sledding would be out of sight, or we’ll all ride in a sleigh tonight.

B: Sleigh riders (3x):
Fill the sleigh with loads of hay, what a day to jingle all the way! HEY!
See our horse all dappled and gray. He doesn’t know “stop,”
SO GET OUT OF HIS WAY! (SO GET OUT OF HIS WAY! SO GET OUT OF HIS WAY!)

Add Sledders (2x):
Bring your sled and let’s go slide. Let’s go sliding side by side.
Down onto the frozen lake, oh, look out now!
WE HAVE NO BRAKES! (WE HAVE NO BRAKES! WE HAVE NO BRAKES!)

Add Skiers (1x):
Skiing, how we love skiing. We woosh and swoosh and slalom to and fro,
LOOK OUT BELOW! (LOOK OUT BELOW! LOOK OUT BELOW!)
Ahhhhhh!

C: We’re looking for some winter fun. we’ve room
for you and everyone.
We’re sitting in the ice and snow, all snuggled in a cozy row.
We’d dearly love a little shove, and then we could begin!
To do the toboggan, do the toboggan, do the Toboggan Tango.
Do the toboggan, do the toboggan, do the Toboggan Tango.
Lean left, lean right, hold on with all your might!
The wind doth blow, my face is full of snow!
Let’s do the tango, Toboggan Tango. EVERYBODY!

2 times: All: Do the toboggan, do the toboggan, do the Toboggan Tango.
(Singers) Ah, let’s do the tango!

TRANSITION: SINGERS: It’s freezing out, so what do you think?
Let’s get together at the skating rink.
And maybe with any luck, someone will show up with a puck!

D: Oh, we love hockey, yes we love hockey. The faceoff and the slap shot and the skates.
Yes, we find icing, oh so enticing, and all the frenzy of excitement it creates.
You see we’re stocky, so we love hockey, a helmet and some padding underneath.
A power play! What can we say? It doesn’t matter that we’ve knocked out all of our teeth! We have no teeth!
Penalty! How can that be a penalty! I have an alibi- I never touched the guy.
He’s moving slowly. Oh, he’s the goalie. He took a hockey puck right in the neck.
His life he gave, to make a save, He made a save__ and someone gave a body check.
This is exciting. We’re always fighting, but when we’ve fallen, someone picks us up.
Though we play schlocky, we still love hockey,
And maybe someday we will get to win the Stanley Cup! The Stanley Cup! The Stanley Cup!

E: Don’t let the snow stop, put away the sun.
Don’t let the snow stop. The joy has just begun.
Everything will be all right when everything is covered in white.
Don’t let the snow stop, ’cause we’re having fun!
Oh we love Snow Biz, that wicky wacky winter Snow Biz!
Oh, every day we hope and pray for more.
We love the season, and winter is the snowy reason.
(Par 2) We love the season, and winter is the snowy reason.
It’s time for us to stop the snow.
(Par 2) We would really like to stay but we have to snow!
RUNNERS! MARK! READY! SNOW!
Let’s go on with the snow.
Oh, snow biz, snow biz, snow biz – on with the snow!
SNOW BIZ!